I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical description of the wetting transition 1 proposed by Cahn 2 and developed by numerous authors 3 is based on the simple phenomenological free energy functional
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(1) for a scalar field ¢;, where the integrals extend over the volume V and the surface S, respectively. For the semi-infinite geometry normally considered, S is the plane z = 0 and V is the half-space z;;,O.
The bulk terms in (1) are the familiar ones that appear in the usual Landau expansion of the free energy of a single component system. In particular, r (the temperature) is a measure of the distance from the bulk critical point r> 0 corresponds to the ordered phase and h = 0, r> 0, defines the coexistence plane.
The effect of the waH is described by the surface temperature c and the surface magnetic field h I. In particular, if the bulk boundary conditions far from the waH favor one phase (for example, 4i> 0), and if h! is positive, then at sufficiently low temperatures a layer of down spins with a finite thickness (determined by hI' c, and r) may form at the sur· face. Wetting occurs if the thickness of this adsorbed layer diverges at some higher temperature Tw.
This model is easily analyzed in the mean-field (MF) approximation. The extremal solution of ( 1) ishes, i.e., for 7 = 7 w = gh i I (6c 2 ). For temperatures between Tw and Tc (the bulk critical temperature) the thickness of the down-spin layer remains infinite and a finite positive bulk magnetic field h is necessary to keep the interface within any specified finite distance of the wall.
For h = 0 and T < Tw the explicit solution of (2) is m(z) =mb tanh[{1'/2(z-zo)], (5) with z{) determined by substituting (5) in (3). The surface free energy density is given by
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Inserting (9) in ( 1 ) we obtain a free energy functional of the form
where ~(l) is obtained by substituting (9) ' is nonuniversal in d = 3, depending on the value of (I) = k BTl ( 4170"5; ) . For (jJ < 2, the wetting transition is predicted to occur when the strength A of the attractive tail of the interface-wall potential goes to zero. In both regime I, o < (jJ < !, and regime II, ! < liJ < 2, the film thickness (I) diverges logarithmically as the wetting transition is approached (A ->Ac = 0) and the correlation length SP diverges as a power of the deviation from wetting t -(A -Ac ) (with logarithmic corrections in regime II). The critical exponents vary with (jJ and are nonanalytic at the multicritical point at cu = !. For (jJ > 2, regime III, the wetting transition occurs at finite strength, Ac #0, of the wall attraction. The film thickness diverges as 1!t and the correlation length diverges as ell' in this regime. Near the multicritical point at w = 2, Ac vanishes as liJ -2 and for a large range of t, the behavior will be dominated by the multicritical point, at which (l > ~ lit 2andsp -e-11(2 .8 The predicted behaviorls summarized in Table I .
Before proceeding to a discussion of more recent developments, we recall another manifestation of wetting which is relevant to the subsequent discussion. Making the substitu- (2) we arrive at a free energy func-
where HI = -cm b + hi' The bulk free energy density in ( 11) has a cubic invariant. It describes a system with a firstorder transition. The critical wetting transition discussed above occurs for h = 0 at -cmb + hi = O. However, h = 0 is the position of the first-order transition in (11) and -cmb + hi = 0 implies HI = O. In this form the critical wetting transition is sometimes referred to as a surface-induced disorder transition.
•
10 It can occur in semi-infinite systems with a free surface: as the bulk transition temperature is approached from below, a narrow region of the hightemperature disordered phase intervenes at the free surface and finally wets it at the bulk transition temperature, where the ordered and disordered phases coexist. At this transition the order at the surface goes continuously to zero. Such behavior appears to be quite common and will be discussed in more detail below. It has been observed at the order-disorder transition in CU,Au (Ref. 11) and a closely related phenomena is the surface melting of certain crystals as the solidliquid-phase boundary is approached. 12 We expect such behavior to occur in many semi-infinite magnetic systems with a first-order transition.
One very attractive aspect of this wetting transition is the possibilities it offers for the experimentalist. In the classical wetting experiments in binary mixtures it is generally only possible to measure "excess" quantities such as the coverage. Furthermore, the relaxation times involved in many of these experiments are extremely long, making it difficult to make true equilibrium measurements. On the other hand, at surface induced disorder transitions it is possible to probe the behavior of local quantities such as the surface order parameter using LEED, SPLEED, or by performing total reflection experiments using synchrotron radiation or neutrons. In this context, total reflection experiments are particularly attractive since they provide information concerning both local and excess quantities. In addition, their interpretation is unambiguous. 13 The previous discussion reviews several of the older theoretical results. One of the most intriguing results were the RG predictions for the critical wetting exponents. Recently Monte Carlo (Me) methods have been used to study wetting in a simple cubic Ising model with nearest-neighbor interactions in order to test these predictions. 14 The critical behavior was found to be consistent with MF theory; the singularities predicted by RG treatments were not observed! Subsequently, the effective interface model (to) was simulated and results were obtained which agree with the RG work.
iS This work is reviewed and discussed in Sec. II. The results discussed in Sec. II make it clear that our understanding of wetting in systems with short-range forces in d = 3 is still incomplete. It would thus be of considerable interest to study such behavior experimentally. This may be possible in magnetic insulators with a bulk first-order phase transition.
For this rcason, the order-disorder transition at the surface of a face-centered-cubic (fcc) Ising antiferromagnet is discussed in Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV we review what is known about the universality classes for critical wetting. discuss briefly wetting in ordering alloys with long-range interactions and metallic magnets.
II. MONTE CARLO STUDY OF CRITICAL WETTING WITH SHORT eRANGE fORCES
A nearest-neighbor Ising model on Ii simple cubic lattice was studied by Binder, Landau, and K.roll. 14 A thin film L XL XD geometry with two free (100) surfaces was em- Denote the exchange constants by J in the bulk and J s on the surface, and the surface field by h I' Depending on the parameters J IkB T and JsIJ, the wetting transition was found 16 to be either first order or continuous, in agreement with theory.4 The simulations were performed at temperatures Tsuch that J Ik n T)O.25 (J Ik8 1~ = 0.22169) in order to avoid crossover to bulk critical phenomena, but J Ike T<O.35 in order to avoid "layering" (for T < T R , the roughening temperature, "multilayer adsorption" occurs).
In order to compare the results for the critical exponents with theory, the value of W ( = kB T 14 'TTug ~) (Fig. 2) , i.e., the MF result instead of the (nonuniversal) exponent listed in Table I have been integrated out. The agreement is excellent! This shows that the RG treatments of (10) are correct, at least in the range of «) investi.gated.
The discrepancy between these results and the simulation of the fun three dimensional Ising model is puzzling . Several explanations are possible. It may be that the value of 0) for the Ising model is much smaller than we believe at the temperatures tested. It's also possible that the critical region is extremely narrow and has not yet been reached in the three-dimensional simulation. This, however, seems unlikely since the range of scaling fields studied in the two simulations is about the same. It is also possible that there is something fundamental which we do not yet understand and that the effective interface model (to) does not captivate the essentia! physics of wetting in the three dimensional Ising model.
In any case, these results indicate that the present theoretical understanding of critical wetting with short-range forces in d = 3 is still incomplete. More work is needed to determine the width of the asymptotic critical regime, to understand the influence of lattice effects, and to narrow down uncertainties in the value of w for the Ising model.
m. WETTING IN fcc ISING ANTIFERROMAGNETS22
Help from the experimentalist would be most useful in sorting out these problems. As already mentioned, magnetic insulators with a bulk first-order transition are good candidates for such experiments. Metamagnets,23 i.e., Ising antiferromagnets which undergo a first-order transition in sufficiently strong external magnetic fields are a common example of such systems. Another example, which we discuss here in more detail, is an Ising antiferromagnet on an fcc lattice. In this case the Landau-Ginzburg model describing the transition to the phase with L 12 structure contains a cubic invarient so that the transition is intrinsically first order.
A common characteristic of all these systems is that several densities are needed to describe the order. The prevailing wisdom has been that the resulting wetting behavior is independent of the number of densities needed to describe the thermodynamic state. This belief amounts to the assumption that the only relevant length scale in the problem is that dictated by the order parameter. However, since this length remains finite at the transition (for finite range forces), this assumption is not justified in general. In fact, as we shall see, MP theory predicts that the wetting exponents are nonuniversal in this case, depending on many details of the system such as the structure of the ordered phase, the crystal surface, as wen as the relative strength of the nearestneighbor (nn) and next-nearest-neighbor (nnn) interactions. This behavior is caused by the competition between at least two relevant length scales in the problem-that given by the order parameter and at least one of the nonordering densities. Before proceeding it should be emphasized that the novel features we discuss in this section are intimately connected with the short-range nature of the forces. The long-range forces induced by conduction electron in metallic alloys and magnets modify the critical behavior considerably; in particular, different critical exponents are to be expected and a nonuniversality of the type discussed in this section doesn't occur (see Sec. IV). On the other hand, the results should apply to magnetic insulators, in which exchange interactions are truly short range.
To illustrate this behavior, an fcc Ising antiferromagnet with nn and nnn interactions which exhibits an L 12 (Cu 3 Au) ground-state structure was studied. 22 The Hamiltonian is of the form
where the first sum ranges over nn and the second over nnn pairs of sites. a = 0.2 was used so that the nn interactions are antiferromagnetic and the mm couplings ferromagnetic. The last term is a surface field acting on the first one or two surface planes. Surface enhancement effects were not considered.
Wetting transitions which occur at (100), (110), and (111) free surfaces as the L 12 order-disorder transition is crossed going from the ordered to the disordered state were studied. In order to describe the ordered state we need to distinguish two types of sublattices. The a sublattice (preferred sites for "up" spins) was chosen to consist of all face centered lattice sites and the!3 lattice to be composed of all corner sites of the fcc lattice. surface, although /31 = ~, the true asymptotic scaling region is extremely narrow, indicating the presence oflarge correction to scaling terms.
The reason for the drastic difference in behavior at these three surfaces is that while one length scale (measured for example by the width of the MP order parameter interface) dominates in the [{ 11 J direction, there are two characteristic lengths of comparable size in the [ 100] and [1101 directions. It's the competition between these two length scales which leads to this nonuniversal behavior. This effect is rather easy to understand in terms of an effective interface model similar to (10) . A procedure similar to that outlined above for the single component case leads to the free energy functionaf2 (13 ) where 51/ (5c) is the bulk order parameter (concentration) correlation length in the disordered surface phase in the direction perpendicular to the interface and the reduced temperature t -( T >I< -T) is a measure of the distance from the bulk first-order phase transition (located at T >1<). A1/ is proportional to the surface field conjugate to the order parameter [it's zero for model (12) J and Ac is rdated to the surface fields Hi in (12). The free energy functional (13) Since the value of w is not known in this case it is not possible to compare these results directly with RG theory. However, MF theory predicts that,s' ~ /.81 =~, while the Me data imply f3 ~ /f31 -:::;0.44. Since RG theory predicts that this ratio is an increasing function of (i), the MC data again appear to support the MF prediction. As discussed in Sec. II, it is not yet clear why corrections to MF behavior were not observed.
IV. UNIVERSALITY CLASSES AND LONG~RANGE FORCES
Until now we have only considered short-range interactions. "Short range" in the current context means that the interactions drop off at least exponentially fast with distance. This condition is not fulfilled in many cases. For example, the dispersion forces which govern the wetting properties of fluids vanish as r-6 at large distances. Similarly, the interactions in magnets with indirect or itinerate exchange are long range. In the rare earths, strongly localized f electrons polarize the conduction electrons; this leads to RKKY interactions which are osciHatory and long range. The interactions in ordering alloys such as CU3Au are of similar form.
The easiest way to understand the influence of longrange interactions is to use an effective interface Hamiltonian of the form ( 10). For dispersion forces the Hamiltonian has already been derived. 27 • 28 Given the elementary interaction potentials, it would be easy to do so for ordering alloys or metallic magnets.
Forlong range interactions the potential ~ (I) in (10) 
